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Abstract 

 
 In hopes to convey the complexity of medical care this paper investigates the advanced 

nature of biological systems. It also explores the ecosystem as a variable to the health and well-

being of the species of not just humans but of all animals. Various disorders of both the 

individual and the environment are examined. Ultimately this information seeks to represent the 

hypothesis that people can and must take sole responsibility for their health and healing.  
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Introduction 

 
Education of body system(s) interconnectivity and effects of diet on those system(s) 

promotes empowerment of responsibility for personal health and wellness by establishing the 

understanding that health and healing is a life long journey that will effect genetic transcendence 

of a given population and the health of the planetary ecosystem. When an individual does not 

have understanding about how their own body works odds are they see a doctor when something 

goes wrong. Many doctors that are covered by insurance are not formally trained in any 

nutritional functioning except for the Krebs Cycle. This leads to the practitioner being unable to 

offer tangible medical advice to the individual and often times the prescription for a 

pharmaceutical drug is made. By the proper teaching of the body systems to the individual they 

may seek the proper medical modality when they have an ailment. They will be better able to 

interpret pain in their body and how to diagnose and self-heal, as their body is built to do 

naturally.  

Without the education and interpretation of responsibly the individual will be left to seek 

out the care of unqualified medical practitioners or fall to the peril of their ailments left 

unresolved. With an understanding that they are responsible for their healing journey the 

individual may seek the care of the most appropriate physician and deny the care of those that 

cannot help effectively. This change of course has the power to alter the standards of medical 

and insurance institutions and ultimately save the environment. It is an empowerment of 

consciousness, creating a greater connection between the body and mind. With this foundation 

the human population may progressively evolve and transcend, repel disease on a level not yet 

openly established. 
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Methods 
 
 Internet databases are widely used in the review of the literature. These include Google 

Scholar, ACHC Library Database LIRN, the accredited PubMed. Google Chrome and images are 

also employed in the survey of evidence for Systems Theory. Terms used: systems theory, 

epigenetics, as well as terms for healing the systems. These included alternative medicine 

treatments, aromatherapy, acupuncture, chiropractic, plant-based herbal and mineral 

supplements. Most common diseases are researched using “most common diseases” and “most 

common causes of death worldwide” as search terms (variety of ailments and social status 

explored). Other search terms used: histone methylation, advanced systems theory, congenital 

anomalies, systems biology, systems physiology and mesophysiology. Previous course texts are 

employed as well as other print materials created by credentialed authors. Systems ecology is 

employed regarding climate change and The Giai Hypothesis, a theory developed by Doctor of 

Medicine James Lovelock. All books utilized are authored and/or edited by Ph.D. and/or M.D. 

scientists and practitioners. There was also an open search for employable books; Ph.D. 

Published works, credible healers, sources of motivational speakers, prominent nutritionist 

publications, and blog postings for the investigative report of current studies on applicable 

theories. 

Results 
 

 According to the World Health Organization (2014) the leading cause of death of the 

human species is ischemic heart disease followed shortly after by stroke. Lower respiratory 

infections and chronic obstructive lung disease are added to the list to comprise the top killers on 

a global level. Among the remaining top ten global biological dysfunctions according to the 

World Health Organization are; tracheal and bronchus cancers, HIV/AID, diarrheal diseases, 
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diabetes mellitus, road injury, and hypertensive heart disease (WHO 2014). The most significant 

information about these findings led are the variations of disease depending on the development 

of the population.  

While ischemic heart disease, stroke, COPD and tracheal bronchitis and lung cancer 

dominate the death charts of higher income countries it is lower respiratory infections, 

HIV/AIDS, and diarrheal complications. “Non-communicable diseases were responsible for 68% 

of all deaths globally in 2012” (WHO 2014). This is intensely revelational information since 

coronary diseases are preventable mainly through diet and exercise. “Examples of risk factors 

you can control include high blood cholesterol, high blood pressure, and overweight and obesity. 

Only a few risk factors—such as age, gender, and family history—can’t be controlled” (NIH 

2015).  

When the biological systems are investigated we discover that there are multiple systems 

all working to benefit one system – the human body as a whole. Systems Theory was first 

established and defined by biologist Ludwig Von Bertalanffy in 1936, not yet a century ago. 

“This would allow scholars and scientists to make sense of system characteristics such as 

wholeness, differentiation, order, equifinality, progression and others” (Gillies 1982). This is the 

foundational framework of interconnection that allows an individual to interpret the inner 

workings of their body. “All systems have common elements. These are: input, output, 

throughput or process, feedback, control, environment, goal” (Begley 1999).  

These definitions help to describe the bottom-line human condition. According to Joyce 

Begley of Eastern Kentucky University, examples of determining these definitions include: 

input- the energy and raw material transformed by the system; thoroughput- the processes used 

by the system to convert raw materials or energy from the environment into products that are 
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usable by either the system itself or the environment; output- the product or service resulting 

from the systems technical, social, financial and human input; feedback- information about some 

aspect of data or energy processing that can be used to evaluate and monitor the system and to 

guide it to more effective performance; subsystem- a system which is a part of a larger system, 

working in parallel to each other or in a series with each other. (Begley 1999). Although the 

concept of “systems” is simple to understand, defining the theory is a very complex process and 

one that changes with each situation and dependent variable.  

For humans, genetic codes are both similar and unique from person to person. Dr. Amy 

Yasko disseminates vital genetic information regarding health and wellness in her book “Genetic 

Bypass” (2005). “The combination of environmentally determined (factors) combined with 

inherited DNA changes or mutations lead to an individual’s susceptibility to disease: (Yasko 

2005). The basis for this research is to determine that there are mutations offset by parents that 

can actually be altered through medical supplementations. “Remember by supplementing 

properly you should have the potential to bypass and compensate for mutations” (Yasko 2005).  

Dr. Yasko gives a great example of how this happens through the methylation pathway. 

This is the biological fabric surrounding the neurons, the operative cells allowing the individual 

to function consciously. In her book she continues to report on supplementation that will 

strengthen the methylation pathway, in turn allowing the body to create a greater number of T-

cells which are pertinent for the immune system. “This would suggest that if any individual has 

enough mutations or weaknesses in this pathway it may be sufficient to cause multifactorial 

disease, as methylation cycle mutations can lead to chronic infectious diseases, increased 

environmental toxin burdens, and have secondary effects on genetic expression” (Yasko 2005). 

She continues to report that when a vaccine is injected into a young human there are many heavy 
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metals also contained in the vaccine that carry the virus and act as a food source and insulator for 

the pathogenic organism. If a child is genetically susceptible to a weak methylation pathway and 

no supplementation is incurred prior, then the vaccine may in fact harm the new born or child. 

The harm is done through this very pathway, on a neurological level.  

The methylation pathway contains a variety of chemicals that can promote health or 

disease depending on levels of each substance. All reported by Yasko in her book Genetic 

Bypass include: increased homocysteine may cause renal failure, stroke, heart attack, diabetes, 

Alzheimer’s, and other neural defects; decreases methylation can cause cancer, aging, 

cardiovascular disease, neurological issues, retroviral transmission, down’s syndrome, and neural 

defects; decreased BH4 can cause diabetes, atypical phenylketoneuria, decreased dopamine 

levels, decreases serotonin levels, hypertension, atherosclerosis, decreased NOS, endothelial 

dysfunction; elevated ammonia can cause flapping tremors, disorientation, brain fog, hyperactive 

reflexes, glutamate excitotoxicity, panic attacks, memory loss, CNS toxicity, brain damage, 

Alzheimer’s disease. 

Doctor James Lovelock, a member of the Royal Society and a Companion of Honour, 

pioneered a hypothesis that connects all living systems. Written for the general population “Gaia: 

A New Look at Life on Earth” (1979) explains how the earth operates in order to sustain all life 

through a systematic balance of chemical and physical variables.  Lovelock’s continued works 

include the most applicable “Gaia: The Practical Science of Planetary Medicine” published for 

the public in 1991. “If we are ‘all creatures great and small,’ from bacteria to whales, part of 

Gaia then we are all of us potentially important to her well-being” (Lovelock n.d.). After all, who 

wants to see the extinction of any species especially the human species.   
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The role of microorganism play in human health and biological systems is reportedly 

greater than one would think. Often one may think of bacteria as an enemy rather than an ally but 

science is proving this to be a very false conclusion. Hiroaki Kitano of the Systems Biology 

Institute in Tokyo, Japan writes about biodiversity of bacterial populations promoting to the 

robustness of a species. Kitano argues that the immune system is a complex network of 

molecules “with a bowtie architecture” that operates with a flux capacity with bacteria in order to 

strengthen the whole body of the organism. “This symbiotic association has evolved to optimize 

its robustness against pathogen attacks and nutrient perturbations by harboring a broad range or 

microorganisms” (Kitano 2007). The study gathers the conclusion that there is a highly complex 

order to the biological microflora that is yet to be fully understood. More importantly is the 

mention of Systems Theory and the role in which the hypothesis plays in understanding this 

process. “Interestingly, recent developments in metagenome (or systems ecology) research 

(Venter et al, 2004; Delong, 2005) may provide us with tools and concepts to answer the 

question” (Kitano 2007). The exoneration of bacteria as an enemy may lie the factual premise of 

Systems Theory.   

This is not only true regarding the inner working of the human individual or species but is 

also showing to be true regarding the health and vitality of old growth forests. Forests that 

provide the world’s largest stores of oxygen by extracting carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. 

Oxygen that is most necessary in order to sustain animal life on earth. “The cyanobacteria take 

nitrogen from the atmosphere and make it available to plants-a process called "nitrogen fixation" 

that very few organisms can do” (Cyanobactiera 2011).  This bacterium is like a fungal growth 

which survives on the mosses of old growth trees. Most importantly in these findings is the 
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summary “Formulation of a fundamental theory of biological systems is one of the grand 

challenges in biology” (Kitano 2007).  

There is at last a most direct application of Systems Theory emerging in the medical field 

of medicine. Particular research findings include recommendations for application of systems 

theory in nursing and in the treatment of diabetes. “The disciplinary matrix of nursing has proved 

a fertile ground for a range of systemic theories and practices” (Glennister 2012). For nurses to 

comprehend how a patient’s external environment affects healing is an example of this approach. 

“The success of a systems science approach in engineering and physics may be of great value in 

the evolution of biological science” (Petrasek 2008). The investigation of how a cell within the 

body functions as a unique system is birthing a segway to the proper interpretation of whole 

body health.      

Discussion 
 

 Modern medicine has abstained from guiding the individual to seek variety of treatments 

and educating them about their bodies. The fact that the World Health Organization reports that 

the top deadly diseases in the world are non-communicable and therefor preventable through diet 

and exercise. Both diet and exercise cannot be completed by the physician for the patient. There 

is no miracle drug or pill for diet and exercise. This is a practice that needs to be enacted by the 

individual for the individual. This project will allow the individual to take the responsibility for 

their health by assessment of personal health issues that can occur and application of various 

health treatment options applicable for a particular dysfunction. Along with descriptions of 

various body systems will be introduction to alternative healing modalities including but not 

limited to: Herbalism, Ayurveda & Nutrition, Aromatherapy, Energy Therapy, Reiki, Sound 
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Healing, Reflexology, Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Massage Therapy, Natural Doctor, 

Osteopathy, and Shamanism. 

Proper interpretation of the inner workings of one’s own body will help the individual 

understand how to best promote the health of that system as a whole. Knowing that there are 

multiple systems the individual may tune in to that fact and choose the various treatment 

modalities that they believe are correct for their health and wellness. This is the importance of 

systems theory and the human body. The interconnected ways in which not only the body 

operates but also how the individual operates within a community is the reason systems theory 

interpretation, understanding and conscientiousness is also important. As Joyce Begley states in 

her work “all systems have common elements.” This means that our neighbor taking care of their 

body can and will ultimately affect our own personal health and wellness.   

 Where some genetic traits are similar, the combination that exist within each individual 

are unique from person to person. This tells us that not everyone will react the same to the same 

variables of input. This is why there is such importance in individualized healthcare, treatment 

options and responses to dis-ease. The plethora of healing modalities available are endless and it 

is the education and understanding (often times through experience) that really needs to be the 

foundation for each patient.  Dr. Amy Yasko reports that the smallest biological construct of 

methylation has major effects on many biological systems and even the individual’s ability to 

repel disease. Many reports have frequented in the healthcare community about autism and the 

link to vaccinations. Dr. Amy Yasko believes this is true for the sake that the individual is 50% 

susceptible to weakness on a genetic level and 50% inflicted by the variable environmental 

condition of which would be the injected vaccination. 
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 The methylation pathway is an important chemical equation in the operation of the body 

yet plays an integral role in health and the repelling of diseases and malformations. The 

neurotoxicity alone can play an important role in the healthy functioning of the individual. This 

pathway’s healthy function also shows to be an important variable in brain health and reflexes. If 

a person cannot respond physically in time to outside influences the possibility of other 

secondary effects increases, like car accidents. Alzheimer’s disease does not have a “cure” and 

according to the National Institute of Health “Estimates vary, but experts suggest that more than 

5 million Americans may have Alzheimer’s” (NIH 2016). This evidence should be enough to 

show that the proper functioning of the methylation pathway should be more of a priority for 

individuals and for the physicians treating those individuals.  

 By utilizing Systems Theory one is able to look at the whole picture albeit 

microorganisms, macro organisms and even abiotic (non-living) mechanisms. The big picture 

being planet earth (Gaia Hypothesis) and the smallest picture being the microorganism such as 

cyanobacteria. Recent times present the problem of environmental crisis and extreme climate 

change. This proves that all are effected, regardless of scientific theory needing to prove it with 

an equation or hypothesis at all but solely by observing events like Hurricane Katrina in the 

United States or the 2004 Indonesian Tsunami, a 9.1 magnitude earthquake that claimed 240,000 

lives (Kuhne 2014).  

The introduction of microflora and a biodiverse bacterial is starting to prove a viable 

construct if not for harboring evolution then a minimum for sustaining health. This is apparent in 

the increased consumption of probiotics, which according to leading market research has grown 

to $400 million in 2010 from$144 million previous (Starling 2004). Even if people do not 

understand completely what the microflora are of what they do in their body they are getting 
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results from consuming them and sharing those results with their neighbor. This is both an 

ecological and biological phenomenon that truly needs to be calculated. When it comes down to 

it the bacteria in old growth forests have an apparent contribution to chemicals and gases 

available in the earth’s biosphere. This can be perceived as a natural bioengineering and a 

construct of ecology that is backed by Systems Theory and The Giai Hypothesis. From the 

internal workings of the human body to the external workings of the atmosphere everything is 

connected and therefore health is relative to the diversity of constituents available in the 

environment.  

Conclusion & Recommendations 

 Medical practitioners are like auto mechanics, as our bodies are like our vehicles. Some 

are better than others and a variety of variables will reveal efficacy of the healer. Reviews and 

referrals are ways to seek the most talented and certified help. The individual seeking medical 

help is advised to learn to read the signs of a good practitioner. Medical office cleanliness, 

demeanor of staff, fee evaluation, time spent with client, eye contact and other non-verbal cues 

can offer insight to the effectiveness of the practice. Investigating the signs enable the patient to 

maximize the most positive experience possible on their healing journey. This is important 

because it comes back around to mental health and the placebo effect. If a patient has a positive 

experience and feeling during treatment, then they will most likely have a positive outlook on 

their body and mind and the efficacy of the treatment will be set up for success.  

 Any doctor or healer is simply a tool in the tool box of health and wellness. These 

individuals cannot make you exercise or eat healthy foods. This is a mild limitation to the 

application of this research. While doctors can be recommended for certain ailments not every 

individual will see the same results. The same goes for medicine, it is a tool to help the body heal 
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and often times is ineffective or the body is slow to respond. Self-care can also be dangerous 

because all internal medicine and xenobiotic can be toxic. This is why the best recommendation 

for the evidence presented in this paper is for the individual to take responsibility for their own 

health along the span of his or her lifetime. This is the educational experience of understanding 

what medicines and healing modalities your most unique body responds to best.  

 Exploration has got to be the foundational characteristic of self-healing because not all 

modalities will evoke the change one may hope for. In turn, there will also be profound 

experiences that carry very effective means of treatment and will be understood and employed 

for the remainder of the individual’s life. This is where time comes in to this thesis as a major 

variable. These miracles waiting to be discovered will also enable the individual to share the 

information with others that experience similar ailments and dysfunctions. Guided assessment 

through the use of a journal can help the individual track and catalog the path of healing. 

Choosing the right practitioner and modality options as applicable treatments for the ailment is 

an education that the individual must accept as his or her very own personal mission. The journal 

will help aid in recording forms of treatment, dates of care, locations and names of healers, and 

the plethora of effective (or even ineffective) medicinal constituents.     

 Multifaceted branches of medicine are available all over the world as effective means to 

treat certain body systems by aiding in the recovery from dis-ease. It is and always will be the 

individual’s decision to heal. The body and all of its systems work together in every miraculous 

minute of our lives to fight for the continued balance of homeostasis. “All processes of integration 

and coordination of function, whether mediated by electrical circuits or 

by nervous and hormonal systems, are examples of homeostatic regulation” (Encyclopedia Britannica 

n.d.). This balance is what the individual is responsible for facilitating through proper nutrition 

choices, physical exercise, consulting the proper practitioner and discovering the most effective 
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healing modality when faced with an ailment. By understanding a culmination of various healing 

modalities, concepts of epigenetics, mesophysiology, and how systems theory applies to 

biological sciences, the proper balance and the proper healing will take place.  

 The miracle of the individual will become the miracle of the whole. Ideally, advanced 

tests should be run on the individual’s body fluids and chromosomes in order to configure the 

most appropriate treatment, diet and supplements for each individual. Founded by research and 

employed through technology and education the healing journey begins when the human 

experience begins. This means from birth to death the healing journey is applicable. Systems 

theory will be a conceptual guide to enlightenment of whole body health. By encompassing all 

healing modalities as potential tools a new foundation for the continual evolution of the human 

species is present. This healing will allow for greater odds of healing all systems of the planet 

and building a culture of sustainability through progression of genetic status. “The Gaia 

Hypothesis—the model of Earth posited by English scientist James Lovelock that considers its 

various living and nonliving parts as components of a larger system or single organism—makes 

the assumption that the collective effort of individual organisms contributes to homeostasis at the 

planetary level” (Encyclopedia Britannica n.d.). The human right and responsibility for self through 

education and awareness equates to the transcendence and evolution of human life will become 

the greatest healing event to occur in our time. This is the long-term healing of the mass 

population, the long term healing of planet Earth. 

 Among the pitfalls of this investigation is the fact that everyone is different and therefor 

may not have the ability to conceive biological systems or medical applications properly. The 

benefit of the doubt should be employed with the understanding that people can and will learn 

over time. The downfall of this hypothesis is that people may harm themselves in an effort to 
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assess their health and apply treatments. This is a risk that doctors face each day and a risk that 

individuals must learn to understand. The hope is that more help than harm will be done. There 

are also unknown implications because there are still many unknown properties of biology that 

need to be researched, explored, discovered and established. The application of a personal 

guidebook as w workbook for tracking health may do more good than harm. If possible to 

employ the use of this utility at younger ages the information presented may be better perceived. 

A guidebook for elementary and grade school children should be used in primary education 

during health and science courses. This would allow for a gradual increase of information as the 

young human continues to develop, learn and grow. The impact over time in general populations 

would amount to a greater consciousness for health and wellness.    
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